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Abstract: Novel hybrid-polarized vector beams with radial and azimuthal
polarization states in arbitrary fan-sectors are generated and studied for
manipulating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). The method has high
energy conversion efficiency based on an interferometric arrangement with a
Dammann vortex phase grating. The polarization states of generated beams
are measured by a linear polarizer and show excellent agreement with
theoretical predictions. The manipulation properties of the hybrid-polarized
beams on SPPs excitation and distribution are demonstrated by both
experiments and simulations. The results show that focusing or standing
wave patterns of SPPs can be obtained depending on the polarization of the
beams.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, vector beams have attracted increasing attention due to their interesting
polarization properties [1], especially when the cylindrical symmetric radially polarized (RP)
beams are found in many applications including particle acceleration, fluorescent imaging,
second-harmonic generation, Raman spectroscopy, and surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
sensing and imaging [2–9]. It is noted that SPPs can be excited by a focused vector beam when
the incident angle and polarization state are required to meet the SPPs excitation condition,
namely the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) angle and transverse magnetic (TM) polarization.
In this connection, a novel vector beam design with artificially tailored incident angle and
localized polarization manipulation could give rise to the diverse SPP applications in the
microscopic configuration. Recently, vector beams with different polarization states in annular
zones have been reported [10], which can be applied to manipulation of beam focusing and
optical trapping [11]. However, such annularly distributed hybrid-polarized beams cannot be
used for manipulation of SPPs when focused on a metal film, due to the fact that the annular
zone corresponding to the SPR angle always has the same polarization state. Thus, in order to
manipulate SPPs, vector beams with radial and azimuthal polarization states distributed in
fan-sectors are proposed accordingly.
In this paper, we investigate the generation of a novel hybrid-polarized vector beam with
optically stitched radial and azimuthal polarization states in arbitrary fan-sectors, and consider
its manipulation property on SPPs excitation and distribution. Our method uses an
interferometric arrangement in combination with a simple phase plate and a Dammann vortex
phase grating, which shows higher energy conversion efficiency than the interferometric
arrangement with a spatial light modulator (SLM) [10], and easier implementation than the
method of direct polarization conversion scheme [12–15]. The polarization states of resultant
beams measured by a linear polarizer show excellent agreement with theoretical predictions.
The excitation of SPPs modulated by different distributions of radial and azimuthal polarization
states are experimentally verified by the discrete dark lines at the back focal plane of a high NA
total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) lens. The excited SPPs intensity distribution is also
investigated by finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations and vectorial diffraction
theory, which clearly show that the SPPs intensity distribution is strongly influenced by the
polarization distribution of the beam. It is worth to note that, compared to the methods for
excitation and modulation of SPPs by various metallic nanostructures [16–19], our method of
using optically stitched hybrid-polarized vector beams benefits from the structureless excitation
of SPPs with a dynamic configuration, therefore reducing the requirements for fabrication of
complex structures on the nanometer scale.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
generation method of the hybrid-polarized vector beam, and verify the polarization states of
generated beams by a linear polarizer. The manipulation properties of generated beams on SPPs
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excitation and distribution are presented in Section 3. Finally, our conclusions are summarized
in Section 4.
2. Generation of the fan-sector distributed hybrid-polarized vector beams
Since cylindrical vector beams obey cylindrical symmetry both in amplitude and polarization,
each point of a generalized cylindrical vector beam has a polarization rotated by φ from its
radial direction, which can be written as a Jones vector ECVB and decomposed as

 cos(    )  1 i (  ) 1  1 i (  ) 1 1 i i 1  1 i i (2  ) 1
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 e
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where  is the azimuthal angle. The results show that a generalized cylindrical vector beam is
the superposition of a positive vortex phase encoded right-handed circularly polarized beam
and a negative vortex phase encoded left-handed circularly polarized beam, and different kinds
of cylindrical vector beams can be generated by changing the phase difference (2π-2φ) between
the two constituent beams. Based on this principle, vector beams with various polarization
states in different sectors can be optically stitched accordingly by adjusting such a phase
difference for different sectors. If we consider that the cross section of a laser beam is divided
into n sectors (n = 1, 2, 3,…), and each sector has different polarization state described by φi (i =
1, 2, 3,…, n), then a hybrid-polarized vector beam can be generated by inserting a phase plate
embedded with the phase of (2π-2φi) for each sector in one path of an interferometric
arrangement.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. G1, Dammann vortex phase grating; P, phase plate;
L1, lens; Q1, quarter wave-plate; Q2, quarter wave-plate; F, Fourier plane; L2, lens; G2, Dammann
phase grating. The gap between the objective lens and the glass substrate is filled with index
matching oil.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A He-Ne laser beams (λ = 632.8 nm) polarized
along the x axis passes through a spatial pinhole filter and a lens, then illuminates on a
Dammann vortex phase grating (G1). G1 is the superposition of a Dammann binary phase
grating and a vortex phase with the charge of + 1 where the Dammann binary phase grating has
equal widths for phase shifts of 0 and π rad in a period. The special structure of G1 making it
split the ± 1st diffracted orders with equal intensity and has ~81% diffraction efficiency for the
± 1st orders [20, 21], which is much larger than the hologram reconstructed either by an SLM
[10] or amplitude-modulated diffractive elements. A phase plate (P) divided into n sectors (n =
1, 2, 3,…) and embedded with the phase of 2π-2φi (i = 1, 2, 3,…, n) is used in one path of the ±
1st orders for polarization modulation. Then the ± 1st orders are chosen to pass through a spatial
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filter (F) with two separate open apertures placed at the Fourier plane in a 4-f system. Two λ/4
wave-plates (Q1 and Q2) located at the open apertures are used to generate a pair of orthogonal
right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized beams. After the 4-f system, the ± 1st orders
are recombined to generate the expected hybrid-polarized vector beam by a Dammann binary
phase grating (G2) whose period matches G1 with a combination efficiency of ~39% for the ±
1st orders. The generated beam is finally focused by a TIRF (Olympus Plan APO 100 × /NA
1.45) objective lens to excite SPPs on a gold film (thickness of 45 nm) and recorded by a CCD
camera. The incident beam through the objective lens provides a wide range of angle (0-71.8°)
including the SPR angle (~44.2°).

Fig. 2. Theoretical and experimental results of the far-field intensity distribution without and
with linear polarizer for four kinds of hybrid vector beams.

To obtain the vector beams with different polarization distribution, here we fabricate four
phase plates by using a mask aligner (Suss MJB4). A laser direct writer (Heidelberg/DWL66) is
employed to fabricate two different masks, and two kinds of photoresists are used to fabricate
these phase plates, which are AR-N 4340 and RZJ 304. Three of them are divided into two
equal sectors (semi-circles): one sector is embedded with the phase of 0, the other sector is
embedded with the phase of 3π/2, π, and π/2 respectively. The fourth phase plate is divided into
four equal sectors, with the second and fourth sectors embedded with the phase of π and the
others with the phase of 0. The first sector starts from the positive x axis, and increases in an
anticlockwise direction. The generated beam is observed in free space, and the intensity
distribution of the beam after encountering a linear polarizer is recorded by a CCD camera. The
far-field intensity distributions of the four kinds of hybrid vector beams obtained from CCD are
shown in Fig. 2. The polarization distributions of the first three hybrid vector beams with
different polarization states in two sectors (n = 2) are schematically shown in Fig. 2(i-a), Fig.
2(iii-a), and Fig. 2(v-a), where the left sector has the mode of 0 (pure radial polarization) and
the right sector has the mode of π/4, π/2, 3π/4 respectively. Figure 2(vii-a) shows the
polarization distribution of a hybrid vector beam with n = 4 and φ1 = φ3 = 0 (pure radial
polarization), φ2 = φ4 = π/2 (pure azimuthal polarization). The numerically simulated intensity
distributions after a linear polarizer with orientation of (b) horizontal, (c) vertical, (d) 135°, and
(e) 45°with respect to the + x axis are also shown in columns i, iii, v, and vii respectively. In
comparison, the experimental results for the four kinds of hybrid vector beams are shown in
columns ii, iv, vi, and viii respectively. It is obvious that the experimental results agree well
with the theoretical predictions, proving the successful generation of the expected
hybrid-polarized vector beams by our method. The dark lines observed in the intensity
distribution are due to the phase jump in the phase plate. The central dark spot originates from
the polarization singularity in the beam center. Compared to the pure radially or azimuthally
polarized beam where only two spots are expected after a linear polarizer, here our generated
hybrid-polarized vector beams show various intensity patterns due to the non-cylindrical
symmetry distribution of the electric vector in the beam cross section.
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3. Manipulation of SPPs using the fan-sector distributed hybrid-polarized vector beams
When the hybrid-polarized vector beams generated in above section are strongly focused onto a
metal-dielectric interface, only the radially-polarized sectors have TM polarization with respect
to the metal-dielectric interface, while the azimuthally-polarized (AP) sectors are TE polarized,
so SPPs can only be excited within the sectors of radial polarization, which can be employed to
manipulate the excitation and distribution of SPPs.
We firstly study the property of the SPPs excitation by the hybrid-polarized beams. As
shown in the experiment setup (Fig. 1), the hybrid-polarized beam focused by a TIRF objective
lens completely fills the back aperture of the lens, and thus provides a wide range of angles
including the SPR angle as mentioned above. At the SPR angle, the light from the incident laser
beam is effectively coupled to the SPPs mode at the gold-air interface, resulting a near-zero
reflection. Thus, the intensity recorded by CCD at the back focal plane of the objective lens
corresponding to SPR angle decreases sharply and shows a clear dark region.

Fig. 3. Experimental results of intensity distributions at the back focal plane of the objective lens
for (a) RP beam, (b) AP beam, (c) hybrid-polarized beam with n = 2 (left sector is RP, right
sector is AP), and(d) hybrid-polarized beam with n = 4 (the 1st and 3rd quadrants are RP, the 2nd
and 4th quadrants are AP) illumination.

Intensity distributions at the back focal plane of the objective lens for four different modes
of beams are shown in Fig. 3. Because of the cylindrical symmetry of RP beam, a dark ring is
observed in Fig. 3(a), which indicates that SPPs are excited in all directions. The angle
corresponding to the dark ring is calculated to be 44.9° from the CCD image, which is in good
agreement with the theoretical SPR angle (~44.2°). In contrast, since AP beam is totally
reflected by the gold film without SPPs excitation, there is no obvious dark region shown in
Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(c), a dark semi-ring in the left side is observed, because the hybrid-polarized
beam with n = 2 only excite SPPs in the left sector of radial polarization. In Fig. 3(d), the
hybrid-polarized beam with n = 4 excites SPPs in the 1st and 3rd quadrant sectors of radial
polarization, therefore two dark arc-lines appear along these two directions. Note that the
unobvious dark arc-line appear in Fig. 3(b) can be attributed to the system error coming from
the imperfect control of phase difference between the optical path lengths in the two arms.
We also study the intensity distributions of SPPs on gold film depending on the polarization
distribution of the hybrid-polarized beams, shown in Fig. 4. We employ a commercial
three-dimensional FDTD software (Rsoft 8.01) to simulate the SPPs intensity distribution. The
dielectric constant of gold is εm = 9.7997 + 1.9649i at 632.8 nm wavelength, and all results are
normalized. In the case of a single sector excitation, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the excited
SPPs propagate toward the center and form a bright spot with asymmetry intensity distribution
because of the constructive interference of SPPs, then propagate away from the center. The
propagation length of SPPs at a 45nm gold/air interface is around 28 µm, and the reason why it
seems to be shorter in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) than the expected value is that the remarkably
enhanced central focal spot increases the image contrast and thus it becomes difficult to
distinguish the divergingly propagating SPPs after the focus. The shape and size of the spot are
strongly dependent on the arc-length of the radially-polarized sectors. Figure 4(c) shows the
SPPs intensity distribution for hybrid-polarized beam with n = 4 (radial polarization in 1st and
3rd quadrants). As expected, two groups of counter-propagating SPPs interfere with each other
and form SPPs standing waves with a field-enhanced central lobe and two side-lobes on the
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metal film. The period of the standing waves is evaluated to be 299 nm. Figure 4(d) shows the
SPPs intensity distribution for hybrid-polarized beam with n = 8 (radial polarization in 4
sectors), a central spot with enhanced localized field and four side-lobes are yielded, similar to
the SPPs virtual probe [9]. The FWHM of the main lobe is 224 nm and beyond the diffraction
limit. The SPPs intensity distributions for the four kinds of hybrid-polarized vector beams are
also simulated using the vectorial diffraction theory [1] as shown in Figs. 4(e)-4(h), the results
are in good agreement with the FDTD calculations. The simulated results demonstrate that the
SPPs intensity pattern can be effectively modulated by changing the polarization distribution of
the hybrid-polarized beam.

Fig. 4. FDTD simulated results of normalized SPPs intensity distributions for hybrid-polarized
beam with radial polarization (a) only in a quadrant sector, (b) in left semi-circle, (c) in 1st and
3rd quadrants, (d) in 4 sectors of 0~45°, 90~135°, 180~225°, 270~315°. (e)-(h) are the
corresponding numerically simulated results using vectorial diffraction theory. All inserts
indicate the polarization distribution of the hybrid-polarized beams.

The manipulation properties of hybrid-polarized beams on SPPs excitation and distribution
have great potential in many applications, such as plasmonic communication and bio-sensing.
For instance, the results shown in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) can be applied to subwavelength focusing
and guiding of plasmonic signals [18] without complex metallic nanostructures. The
hybrid-polarized beams with equal intensity of RP and AP parts have application in microscope
differential-interferential phase-type SPR biosensor [22] to make the RP and AP beams travel
through the same optical path, and therefore reducing the system error and further enhancing
the sensitivity.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, optically stitched hybrid-polarized vector beams with radial and azimuthal
polarization states in different fan-sectors are generated and studied for manipulating SPPs
excitation and distribution. The proposed method, comprising of an interferometric
arrangement with a simple phase plate and a Dammann vortex phase grating, shows higher
energy conversion efficiency. The polarization states of generated beams are measured by a
linear polarizer and show excellent agreement with theoretical predictions. The manipulation
properties of generated hybrid-polarized beams on SPPs excitation and distribution are
demonstrated by both experiments and simulations. It is clearly shown that the focusing and
standing wave patterns of SPPs are strongly depending on the polarization distribution of the
hybrid-polarized beams. Finally, we note that such hybrid-polarized beams have great potential
applications in plasmonic communication and bio-sensing.
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